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SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT FOR THE

HOPE CREEK GENERATING STATION

SAFETY PARAMETER DISPLAY SYSTEM

1

1.0 INTRODUCTION

i

All holders of operating licenses issued by the Nuclear Regulatory |
Comission (licensees) and applicants for an operating license (OL) must
provide a Safety Parameter Display System (SPDS) in the control room of
their plant. The Comission approved requirements for the SPDS are, defined
in Supplement I to NUREG-0737.

The purpose of the SPDS is to provide a concise display of critical plant
variables to control room operators to aid them in rapidly and reliably
determining the safety status of the plant. NUREG-0737, Supplement 1,
requires licensees and applicants to prepare a written safety analysis
describing the basis on which the selected parameters are sufficient to

{
-

assess the safety status of each identified function for a wide range of |

events, which include symptoms of severe accidents. Licknseesand

applicants shall also prepare an Implementation Plan for the SPDS which
contains schedules for design, development, installation, and full operation
of the SPDS as well as a design Verification and Validation (V&V) Plan. The
Safety Analysis and the Implementation Plan are to be submitted to the NRC
for staff review. The results from the staff's review are to be published

f in a Safety Evaluation Report (SER).

The staff review for licensees requesting a pre-implementation review and
for applicants consists of a review of SPDS documentation (i.e., safety
analysis report and implementation plan) and audit meetings / site visits.

I
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After an initial review of the licensee / applicant's submittals, three
separate audit meetings / site visits, as described below, may be arranged
through the Division of Licensing Project Manager. As dictated by the
comprehensiveness of the applicant / licensee's documentation and the schedule
for design and implementation of the SPDS, the objectives of these audits
may be met in fewer site visits.

Design Verification Audit: The purpose of this audit meeting is to obtain
additional infonnation required to resolve any outstanding questions about
the V&V Program, to confirm that the V&V. Program is being correctly
implemented, and to audit the results of the V&V activities to date. At
this meeting, the applicant should provide a thorough description of the
SPDS design process. Emphasis should be placed on how the applicant is
assuring that the implemented SPDS will: provide appropriate parameters, be
isolated from safety systems. provide reliable and valid data, and
incorporate good human engineering practice.

Design Validation Audit: After review of all documentation, an audit may be

conducted to. review the as-built prototype or installed SPDS. The purpose
of this audit is to assure that the results of the applicant / licensee's
testing demonstrate that the SPDS meets the functional requirements of the
design and to assure that the SPDS exhibits good human engineering practice.

Installation Audit: As necessary, a final audit may be conducted at the
site to ascertain that the SPDS has been installed in accordance with the
applicant / licensee's plan and is functioning properly. A specific concern
is that the data displayed reflect the sensor signal which measures the
variable displayed. This audit will be coordinated with and may be
conducted by the NRC Resident Inspector.

Unlike operating reactors, applicants will undergo, prior to implementation,
a full review to determine whether the applicable provisions of Supplement I
to NUREG-0737 have been satisfied. To the extent possible, the staff will
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temper its review to conform to the schedule for licensing and SPDS
implementation.

Since the Hope Creek SPDS was in an advanced stage of development when the

staff's review began, a combined design verification and design validation
audit was conducted on August 27-28, 1985.

2.0 SUMMARY

Public Service Electric and Gas Company (PSE&G)-submitted, for staff review,
documentation regarding the SPDS for Hope Creek Generating Station (Ref. 1).

~

- A request for additional information was relayed by telephone in May 1985
and responded'to by PSE&G on July 31,1985 (Ref. 2). Subsequently an on-site
Design Verification / Validation Audit was scheduled. The audit was' conducted
on August 27-28, 1985. Specific findings were documented in an audit report
(Ref. 3). The applicant provided a partial response to the audit findings
in its letter dated October 14,1985 (Ref. 4).

Based on the above review, the staff concludes that the Hope Creek SPDS does

not fully meet the applicable provisions of Supplement I to NUREG-0737.
However, since the staff did not identify any serious safety ;oncerns with.
the existing system, the Hope Creek SPDS may be operated as an interim
implementation until the open issues identified herein are resolved.

3.0 A. SPDS DESCRIPTION

|

The Hope Creek SPDS is a software subsystem of the Control Room Integrated i

Display System (CRIDS).which is part of the existin'g plant computer. systems.
The SPDS displays are presented on cathode-ray tubes (CRTs) that are an
integrated part of the control room. Operator access to displays is through
the existing keyboards that are al'c used for accessing other plant programss

and displays. The capability for continuous monitoring of plant safety
status is provided in the form of a Control Function Parameter Matrix (CFPM)

|(

|
|
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displayed at the top of each SPDS display page (except the overview page
which already includes the actual values of the parameters in the CFPM).

B. PARAMETER SELECTION

Section 4.l(f) of Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737 states that:

"The minimum information to be provided shall-be sufficient to
provide information to plant operators about:

(i) Reactivity Control

(ii) Reactor core cooling and heat removal from the
primary system

(iii) Reactor coolant system integrity

(iv) Radioactivity control

(v) Containment conditions."

For review purposes, these five items have been designated as' Critical

Safety Functions.

The Hope Creek SPDS is based on the Safety Analysis provided in Reference 1
with consideration given to the BWR generic Emergency Procedure Guidelines
-(EPGs). The variables and their relationship to the Critical Safety
Functions are sumarized in.the attached Table 1 (based on information

~

supplied by the applicant). The staff reviewed the Safety Analysis and
recomended (at the August audit) that consideration be given to the
addition of the following variables to the SPDS, or justification _ provided
for not including them:

1. Primary Containment Radiation

2. Primary Containment Isolation Status
3. Combustible gas concentration in the primary containment

4. Source range neutron flux.

. - - .- ..- . . . _ . .
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PSE&G responded on October 14,1985 (Ref. 4), stating that since the above
variables are not identified in the Hope Creek emergency procedures, there
is no basis for including them in the SPDS. However, in a subsequent letter
dated March 7, 1986 (Ref. 5), the applicant has committed to adding these
four parameters to the SPDS, and having them operational prior to restart
following the first refueling outage.

The system performance validation for Hope Creek includes simulator
evaluations using' transients selected to exercise the E0Ps in coordination
with the SPDS displays. Since the simulator is generally limited to
design-basis events, the applicant has made provisions to cover beyond
design basis conditions, for example, primary containment venting at
elevated pressures, liquid level measurements below the top of the active
fuel, and conditions of high radiation in the reactor building.. The staff
finds this approach acceptable.

In summary, the staff finds that the variables selected for the Hope Creek
SPDS are acceptable with the addition of a primary containment radiation
monitor, containment isolation status, source range monito.rs and combustible
gas concentration in primary containment, prior to restart following the
first refueling outage as committed to in a letter dated March 7, 1986.

C. DISPLAY DATA VALIDATION

The staff reviewed the applicant's submittals to determine that means are
provided in the design to assure that the data displayed are valid.

The method of data validation currently used in the Hope Creek SPDS is

range / status checking, i.e., checking that the indicated value is within
instrument range and has not failed. Where data is available from more than'

one sensor, the on-scale values are averaged. Invalid data is suppressed

from display. Reactor pressure vessel'(RPV) level is further validated by

_
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having the fuel zone instrument readings included in the average only when
both recirculation pumps are off.

:

During the.on-site audit, the PSE&G staff also indicated that drywell
- temperature is used to eliminate readings from RPV level instruments that
are not calibrated for reference leg temperatures above the current drywell

i temperature. After closer inspection, the staff found that the criterion
level for rejection was 547*. Since the defined drywell temperature range

;

was 0-500', the algorithm was effectively disabled and the SPDS was
averaging " hot calibrated" and " cold calibrated" instrument readings.

Reactor Building Area Water Levels are not subjected to the same method of
data validation as other parameters. Instead, high water level is indicated
if either of the two level switches indicates high level. Low water-level
is indicated if both switches indicate low level. 'Any other statu's isi

i indicated as unknown,
i

!

$ In its review of the Hope' Creek data validation methodology, the staff
identified the following problems:

The NRC audit team reviewed the values to be used for range checking and*

found that some were inconsistent with the instrument ranges or with
credible parameter values, e.g., temperature end-points of O' Fahrenheit.

;

The validation algorithm used for RPV water level fails to account for*

the fact that none of the water level instruments are calibrated to

! provide valid indication for all plant conditions; i.e., one set of
instruments is calibrated for use when the RPV is " hot" and another set |

,

of instruments is calibrated for use when " cold". No provisions are made !

for selecting between " hot calibrated".and " cold calibrated" level
~

instruments as appropriate for plant conditions.-

1
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It appears that the use of process instrumentation averaging modules to*

develop average suppression pool temperature values does not provide for
range checking individual instrument channels.

* Some parameters are expected to have out-of-range' inputs under _ normal

operating conditions; as designed the Hope Creek SPDS will always
indicate failed inputs for these parameters.

' * .The SPDS does not indicate when some inputs have been eliminated from the
calculation of an average parameter value. Furthermore, the operator
cannot obtain unambiguous information regarding whether any input is
outside of the expected range for the current operating conditions.

'

Ideally the SPDS should automatically indicate if any input instrument is
reading outside of its expected range and the operator should have ready
access to a concise display of raw input for each parameter so that the
effect of individual instrument failures may be assessed.

* The data validation algorithm does not resolve in-range instrument
readings that are inconsistent with other inputs. Thus, failed in-range
instruments may significantly. bias average' parameter values displayed by
the SPDS.

1

Based on the above findings, the staff finds that the methods used to
validate data in the Hope Creek SPDS are unacceptable. As presently
designed, SPDS data quality is neither assured nor is it unambiguously
indicated.

D. HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM

The Staff evaluated the applicant's submittals for a commitment to a Human
Factors Program in the development of the SPDS. The applicant has attempted !

1

| to incorporate good human engineering pr.inciples into the Hope Creek SPDS |

design at several points in the design process. Initially, the design was

1

!

|

!
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conceptualized on the basis of a comprehensive task analysis. Design
features needed to support operator decisions and actions were specifically
documented (it was noted at the time of the audit that all of these design
features have not been incorporated into the final design).

In addition, some human factors input was derived from coordination with the
Detailed Control Room Design Review-(DCRDR). The control room design review

team surveyed the computer displays including SPDS using a checklist that
was derived from NUREG-0700. Areas of review included color usage,

readability, labels, functional arrangement, and other human factors issues.
This review resulted in approximately 50 discrepancies. At the time of the
staff's audit, these discrepancies had not yet been resolved.

The staff identified no significant deviations from good human engineering
practice in the SPDS displays or interface devices other than those already
identified by PSE&G during the DCRDR.

Based on the above, the staff concludes that PSE&G did commit to a human-

factors program in the design of the Hope Creek SPDS, but has not yet
implemented the results of that program. The following information is
needed for the staff's confirmatory review of this issue:

1) disposition of SPDS-related discrepancies identified during the DCRDR;

2) a summary of results of the simulator tests of SPDS/ operator
performance.

E. ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONIC ISOLATION

The Public Service Electric and Gas Company (PSE&G) Safety Analysis Report

did not address the requirement that the SPDS must be isolated from
equipment and sensors that are used in safety systems to prevent electrical
and electronic interference. A request was sent for additional information
on the isolation devices that are used between safety systems and the SPDS.
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The applicant responded on July 31, 1985, and again on November 22, 1985.
The submittals referred to FSAR Question 421.13, Amendment 7, and provided

test data on all of the different types of ~ isolators used at the HCGS.

.In conjunction with the review of the HCGS submittals with respect to the
SPDS electrical isolation devices which isolate the SPDS from the Class 1E
circuits and sensors, the staff requested. data primarily regarding, but not
limited to:

The maximum credible fault (MCF) voltage / current*

Application of the MCF.in the transverse mode to the
- output of the isolator ~

* Test procedures

* Test results
,

In response to the staff's request, the~ applicant submitted data describing
each of the different types of isolators used and their qualifications as a
Class lE isolating device. The isolation devices used by the HCGS.are:

1. Validyne Multiplexers, Bailey Controls 890 System

The Validyne multiplexers and the Bailey Controls 890 System utilizing
trans-mitters and receivers are qualified Class lE equipment. Both systems
use fiber optic cables to interface between redundant Class lE systems and
Class 1E to non-Class lE systems. The fiber optic cable in this case is the
isolator, as it will not permit the propagation of the MCF from one end of
the cable to the other end.

Fiber optic cables have the following properties which qualify them as ideal
isolators:

_
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They are totally dielectric; therefore, the electrical fault"

voltage / current cannot propagate from one end of'the cable to
the other end.

They are not susceptible to electrical interference. Electrical
noise, such as electrostatic coupling, common mode, or crosstalk,
cannot be induced'into or propagate through the cable.

;

2. The Ccmputer Products Transformer Coupled Modem

The Computer Products. Inc. (CPI) isolator is what CPI calls a transformer
coupled multidrop limited distance modem (MDLDM). The isolation interface
is the output transformer which supplies the signal to the non-Class lE
side. The system is qualified in accordance with IEEE 344-1975 and IEEE
472-1974 and is located in a mild environment.

The MCF was applied to the MDLDM in two phases. Phase 1 applied 300 VAC p-p
which is in excess of the calculated MCF voltage'of 140 VAC. Phase II
applied an instantaneous short circuit current of approximately 385 amps.
The current was applied using 204 VAC with a 15 amp circuit breaker. The
MCF in both phases was applied to the non-Class lE output side of the MDLDM

'
in the transverse mode. l

|

The ' acceptance (fail / pass) criteria states that when the MCF voltage / current
is applied to the non-Class lE side of the MDLDM the fault shall not cause
any mis-operations on the Class lE input side of the MDLDM. The MDLDM
contains integra-ted circuit ships and logic that interfaces directly with l

the system software. The MDLDM is credited with passing the test, if after
the test, the system software is still functional and identical to what it
was prior to the start of the test..

|

|

.. .. - - . - -
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3. Technology for Energy Corporation (TEC) Model 156

The TEC Model' 156 Analog Signal Isolator is a single channel current or

voltage sensing device, which can be configured to accept a variety of input
ranges. The unit is powered by 24 VDC furnished from the output side of the
module. Power isolation is provided between the input and output side of
the card. The connection for the input and output are located on barrier
strips to provide physical separation. Signal isolation is achieved by the
use of a magnetic field carrying information across an electrically isolated
barrier. The isolators are qualified to IEEE 323-1974 and IEEE 344-1975 and
are located.in an qualified for a mild environment.

The MCF voltage / current used was 170 VRMS at 20 amps. The MCF was applied

to the non-Class lE output side of the isolator in the transverse mode. The
Class lE input side of the isolator was monitored using an oscillograph
recorder. Upon the abrupt application of the MCF, the oscillograph'

recording showed no change in the input circuit. The acceptance criteria
stated that the integrity of the Class lE input be maintained. This

,

.
criteria was satisfied irrespective of the fact that the output circuit was

'

damaged and no longer functioned.
*

The units tested were the potted version of the TEC 156 analog isolator.
TEC makes and distributes an un-potted version in which the unit's

;

components are accessible. With the potted units, it was not possible to
deterinine the nature of the failure of the output. The unit contains 1/8
amp fuses on its output, and it can only be surmised that the fuses opened,
thereby aborting the fault. However, by virtue of the potting, there is no
credible manner in which the fuses can be compromised and the units still
operate. If and when the output fails, the units must be taken out of the
circuit and replaced with new ones. In discussion with the applicant, the
applicant assured the staff that the potted versions of the TEC 156 analog
isolator were the only models in service at the plant.

I

;

. . - - . . _ . _ __ -.. _ . . _ _
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4. GA Technologies Inc. RM-80 System
,

i The GA Technologies Inc. RM-80 System is.the basis for the HCGS digital
radiation monitoring system (DRMS). The system is a mirco-processor based,
computer-controlled system. The system consists of Class 1E and.non-Class
lE RM-80 modules (field), Class lE RM-23 computers (field), and non-Class lE
RM-ll computers (control room).:

The system utilizes two different types of isolators which are the
communication isolation (CI) device and the 00C-24 optical isolator. The CI
device is used to provide isolation between the RM-80s and the RM-ll. The
ODC-24 provides isolation between the RM-23s and non-Class IE circuits. The
two isolators are qualified to IEEE 344-1975 and IEEE 323-1974 and the

,

j 0DC-24 was also tested in accordance with IEEE 472-1974. The isolators are
located in and qualified for a mild environment.

|

| The acceptance criteria states that the isolation device performance shall
be deemed acceptable when the signals transmitted between the RM-23A. the
remote indicator and control module, and the RM-80 microprocessor remain

unchanged during and after the tests outlined in the procedure; thus
demonstrating that faults on the non-Class lE side of the isolation device
do not cause any mis-operations on the Class lE side of the device. The
tests conducted were an open circuit, a short circuit, a line to ground
fault, and the maximum credible fault (MCF) voltage / current applied in the
transverse mode to the non-Class lE output side of the isolators. In
addition, a surge withstand test was performed in the 00C-24 isolator. The
MCF voltage / current was determined to be 165 VRMS at 30 amps.

4

Upon the application of the MCF voltage / current .to the non-Class 1E output
side of the isolators in the transverse mode, the Class lE input side was

'

not affected by malfunctions on the output side caused by the MCF.
Additional testing of the RM-80 system components (except the ODC-24) for
electromagnetic susceptibility was performed at the vendor's facilities to
assure that the radiation monitors would function properly under

4

1
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electromagnetic interference (EMI) conditions. These tests included
conducted and radiated transients (100 to 500 KHz, 300 V peak-to-peak

amplitude), and conducted and radiated radio frequency (RF) transients 0.5
- to 100 MHz, 5 Y peak-to-peak amplitude), and voltage surges consisting of a
2.5 kV peak oscillatory wave at a frequency of 1.5 MHz.

5. Allen-Bradley 700-200 A12P, Struthers'Dunn Type 219,

; Agastat EGP, and Potter & Brumfield MDR Relays

The digital isolators, i.e., auxiliary relays used by the HCGS are:'

Agastat Type GP, Model EGP-B001*

Allen-Bradley~(AB) Type P. Model 700-P200Al*

Potter & Brumfield (B&P) Type MDR, Model 4134-1*

Struthers-Dunn (SD) Models 219XBXP and 219BBXP*

The relays were tested to determine the ability of their coils, Class lE
i side, to maintain continuity and operability when their contacts, non-Class
! 1E side, were subjected to various tests including the MCF voltage / current

when applied to the output contacts in the transverse mode. The relays were
subjected to a high potential dielectric test, a surge withstand capability.
test, a maximum credible voltage test, and a maximum credible short-circuit
test.

|

The tests'are described as follows:

High Potential Dielectric Test - Application of a 1500-volt*
,

potential for 60 seconds between insulation and ground, be. tween
;

relay coil and contacts, and across normally open relay contacts,

i

,

i

-. ,m. _ _ _ . _ - _ _ _ . - , . . . _ , - , . - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ ~ , , , ,-_,_m_ _, , . , _ . _ - . . , _ _ . , , _ , . , _ . _ . ._ , , _ . _ . - _ . _ . _ _ , , . _ _ _ , . . . . .-
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Surge Withstand Capability Test - Application of a 2.5 KY,1.0*

MHz surge wave for 2 seconds between relay coil and contacts,
across normally open relay contacts, and between contacts with the
coil energized with rated voltage.

Maximum Credible Voltage Test - Application of the voltages listed*

below for a duration of 5 minutes between be relay coil and contacts.

Relay Voltages

Allen-Bradley 650 Volts

Agastat 164 Volts

Potter-Brumfield 650 Volts

Struthers-Dunn 300 Volts

Short-Circuit Current Test - Application of a short-circuit*

current, as listed below for each relay through the closed
contacts of the energized relay until an open-circuit occurred.

Relay Current

Allen-Bradley 1160 Amps & 1177 Amps

Agastat 300 Amps

Potter-Brumfield 300 Amps

Struthers-Dunn 300-350 Amps

The acceptance criteria for the above tests is as stated.

i

~
1

u._______________.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ . - _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . . _ _ . _ _
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i

i
j High Potential Dielectric Test - There shall be no evidence of'

,

| insulation breakdown or flashover with the applied potential >

during the High Potential Functional Test. Leakage current shall'

be less than 3 mA between circuits and across nonna11y open contacts.

Surge Withstand Capability Test - There shall be.no evidence of*

I insulation breakdown or flashover with an applied potential per
ANSI /IEEE Standard C37.90-1978, Paragraph 9.3. and IEEE 472-1974,

Paragraph 2.
I

Maximum Credible Voltage Test - There shall be no evidence of*

1

insulation breakdown or flashover on the Class 1E side or coil'

- at the relay.
1
i

Maximum Credible Short-Circuit Test - The integrity of the felay*
,

| coil connected to Class 1E power shall be maintained when a short-

f circuit current is circulated through the associated relay contacts

] (used in non-lE circuits).

i
j After each test, a post-test functional test was performed on the test
I relay. In all cases the relays demonstrated integrity to maintain their

j Class lE function and meet the acceptance criteria listed above.

3 6. GE Optical Isolators

!

j The GE optical isolator as an isolation device is reported on in GE reports
i EAJ04-98 Rev. O and A00-794-21 Rev. I and accepted by the staff ~for use at

] the River Bend Station, Docket No. 50-458.

I

l Based on our review of the above documentation on isolation devices that are
1

used within the HCGS design, we conclude that these devices are qualified1

isolators and are acceptable for interfacing the SPOS with safety systems. :

1,

i

!
[
t

i

e
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We also conclude that this equipment n.eets the Commission's requirements in
NUREG-0737, Supplement No. 1.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Based on its documentation review and on-site audit, the staff concludes

that the Hope Creek Safety Parameter Display System does not fully meet the
applicable requirements of Supplement 1 to NUREG-0737. This conclusion is
based on the following:

A. . The method provided to ensure that the data displayed are valid is
inadequate. In order to resolve this deficiency, PSE&G should address
the problems identified in Section 3.c of this SER.

B. The applicant has not fully demonstrated that the characteris' tics of
the SPDS displays and other operational interfaces are sufficient to
allow reasonable assurance that the information provided will be
readily perceived and comprehended by its users.

In order to resolve this deficiency, PSG&E should correct or otherwise
resolve the SPDS-related discrepancies identified during the Detailed
Control Room Design Review. In addition, the results of the planned
simulator testing used to validate the design and improvements should
be incorporated, if the testing identifies problems regarding operator
comprehension. The applicant should report the results of these
programs in sunenary form for the staff's confirmatory review.

.

Because the staff did not identify any serious safety questions concerning
the Hope Creek SPDS, the staff concludes that it is acceptable as an interim
implementation and may be used until the open items identified above have
been resolved.

________ -____ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _
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ATTACHMENT

Table 1

Hope Creek SPDS Variables

Classified by Supplement No.1 to NUREG-0737 Minimum Information

(i) Reactivity Control

- Reactor Power (APRM)
- RPV Pressure
- RPV Water Level

(ii) Reactor Core Cooling and Heat Removal from the Primary System

- RPV W3ter Level
- RPV Pressure
- Reactor Power (APRM)

(iii) Reactor Coolant System Integrity

- Drywell Pressure
- Drywell Temperature
- Suppression Pool Water Temperature
- Suppression Pool Water Level
- Suppression Chamber Air Temperature
- Suppression Chamber Pressure
- RPV Water Level
- RPV Pressure

(iv) Radioactivity Control

- Reactor Building Area Radiation
- Offsite Radioactivity Release Rate

(v) Containment Conditions

- Drywell Pressure
- Drywell Temperature
- Reactor Building Area Temperatures
- Reactor Building Radiation Levels
- Suppression Pool Water Level
- Suppression Pool Water Temperature
- Secondary Containment Area Water Level
- Secondary Containment Sump Water Level

|

I
|

|
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